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PREFACE

Persistent economic difficulties and related development

disappointments in most African countries have focused attention

on the role of the state in fostering development, enhancing

entrepreneurship and managing the development process. This

has coincided with the emergence of public sector reorganization

and reform as a leading priority on' national political agendas
around the world. Allied or, in addition to this, renewed concerns

over democratic governance and for public bureaucratic structures

to overcome the rigidities hindering flexibility, responsiveness,

accountability and transparency have intensified. As financial

constraints have narrowed the room for manoeuvre, governments

are increasingly demanding higher productivity, better

performance, value for money, and more from less from their

public sectors.

To the extent that these are world-wide trends, they further

reflect a more general shift towards a fundamental rethinking of

the role of the state - as a complex organization - in relation to

markets, economies and societies. In the African region, in

particular, ft has been recognised that the prospects of sustained

economic recovery and development are contingent on more

effective public sector interventions and a dynamic or results-

oriented approach to development management. In the context of

the changing role of the state, this has not only far-reaching

implications but also poses compelling challenges for development

management in the 1990s and beyond.

Against this background, the Public Administration, Human

Resources and Social Division (PHSD) of the UN Economic

Commission for Africa has recognized the need for a forum where

these implications and challenges can be addressed. In this

regard, the broad purpose of the Development Management Series

is to help those who are involved in policy-making, public sector

management and training in Africa by making available studies

anticipating and discussing emerging challenges, topical issues



and future trends. Illustrated by practical insights from African and

comparative experience, each study contains a discussion of

feasible responses, policy measures and a range of options to

challenge public sector managers and policy-makers.

To ensure that the studies remain useful, relevant and

timely, suggestions of appropriate subjects for inclusion in the

series as well as angles from which they can be approached are

invited from our readers. Comments and feed-back on any of the

studies published under the series will also be highly appreciated.

Please address correspondence on these and related matters to:

The Chief

Public Administration,

Human Resources and Social

Development Division,

P.O.Box 3001,

UN Economic Commission for Africa

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Telefax 251-1-51-44-16



I INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This publication represents a contribution to the discussion

of some of the emerging issues in strengthening the management

and improving the performance of public enterprises (PE) in Africa,

in this instance, a preliminary assessment of the impact of

automation and modern technology (henceforth information

technology [IT] for short) in enhancing the efficiency and

effectiveness of PE financial management and related issues.17

This study further represents a timely contribution to a

subject of growing importance. IT systems are being used in all

types of work situations to facilitate the processing and flow of

information. It is not an exaggeration to compare the impact of the

computer 'revolution1 with that of the industrial revolution. In PEs

specifically, IT systems are emerging to enable management

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of financial planning and

control, the billing of customers, and associated accounting and

auditing functions; to design, schedule and monitor production

processes and operations including advertising and marketing; and

to provide detailed and timely information on enterprise

performance to government and regulatory authorities. PE

managers, like corporate managers everywhere, are becoming

critically dependent on IT systems. Two cases of the application

of IT systems in African PE corporate management are provided

in Box 1.

Box1

Two Cases of IT Application in African PE Corporate Management

At the Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank, an NCR computer

is used to provide information on the status of loan portfolios with internal

interfaces for the overall management of the Bank's financial operations

and for administrative support.

At the National Railways of Zimbabwe, two Concurrent 3230

computers are used for scheduling wagon movements while an NCR

Criterion system runs the payroll, accounts and other financial and

administrative applications.

Source: Commonwealth Secretariat, Information Technology In Government: The African Experiences

(London: Commonwealth Secretariat, 1986, p.111 and p. 187).



Further examples of IT applications in corporate

management are provided in Box 2.

BOX 2

Some Examples of IT Systems Application tn Corporate Management

(1) ACCOUNTWiQ/AUDWNQ

Audlting-statt scheduling

Electronic data process auoiting

Diagnosis of accounting system data

(2) FINANCE

Pension fund/Investment cash

management

Portfolio management

. Capital investment and divestment

Optimal endpolnt selection for clearing

a check

Timing of borrowing decision

financial planning and control

(3) HUMANRESOURCES

MANAGEMENT

Manpower (work shift} scheduling

Labour management negotiation

Manpower requirements planning

Personnel evaluation and selection

Optimal level ot recruitment/promotion

Schedule of payroll payment

Personnel records

(4) INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Global financing and Capital structure

International marketing channel

Global manufacturing plant location

LOGISTICS

Allocating advertising budget

Diagnosis of the sales potential

of a newproduct

Marketing mix

Marketing research/performance

evaluation

Media planning

Pricing

Retail promotion strategy

Sales planning

Sales force bonus plan

Distribution planning

Operational planning for airline

companies

Planning fleet configuration

Route selection

Terminal capacity planning

Container Management

(6) PRODUCTIONAND

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Production/Inventory planning 4

control

vendor selection

Facttlly requirements planning

Faculty layout design

Material requirement planning

Product mix

Operational planning tor small business

Acquiring faculty locating plant

Financial Impact of production

Computer Integrated I tUutbte

manufacturing

Optimal batch ailing

(7) STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

Strategic production planning

Strategic financial planning

Integrated strategic planning

Portfolio strategies

Interaction of long/short-range planning

Evaluating the acquisition of a

subsidiary

Source: Adapted from Sang M. Lee and Hyun B. Eom. Design of Integrated Decision Support

Systems for the Management of PM\c Enterprises, Public Enterprise 11 (1) 1991, p.8.



In the African region, PE reform has been of enormous

importance in economic reform programmes in general and in
efforts at restructuring the public sector in particular. This
importance is understandable to the extent that PEs have, on

average, accounted for as much as 15 percent of output and 25
percent of investment in the region. y It follows from this, that
African PEs account for a significant share of employment and
draw considerably upon domestic and international financial flows.

Beyond this, African PEs are key actors in virtually all sectors of
African economies although they are most prominent in public
utilities, financial services, manufacturing and processing. Seen
from this perspective, the impact on African economies of
improved PE performance and allocative efficiency is far from

marginal.

Indeed, much progress was made during the 1980s by

African governments and PE managements in identifying and

responding to the basic operating difficulties that PEs face; in
beginning the process of rationalising the PE sector through
divestiture and other measures; and in exposing PEs to the

discipline of the market.27 Over and above this 'first wave*
response of the 1980s, the 'second wave* response, centres on

how the management of those PEs which African governments for

strategic and other reasons have chosen to keep within the public

sector might be strengthened. IT can in this context make a

valuable contribution in enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness

of the management of African PEs.

A caveat should be entered at this point for clarification of

the meaning of efficiency and effectiveness as used in this

publication. As much as IT constitutes a powerful moans of

improving the efficiency of information flows within and between

organisations, this assumes that such organisations have already

existing efficient work practices, procedures and management. In

other words, automating an inefficient system alone will not

transform it into an efficient one.47 It follows from this that the



role of IT in financial management (as in other functions of

management) is to improve the efficiency of information flows

particularly in regard to operations, performance, management

control and decision-making. That is to say, IT can be used as a

high-precision instrument in different management functions for

processing, obtaining a feedback, verifying and analysing

information as a basis of monitoring operations and performance

and of decision-making.

In so far then that IT enhances management's capacity to

get the thing done right (that is efficiency), it also enhances

management's capacity to get the right thing done (that is

effectiveness).^ Thus efficiency refers to how well inputs are
used to achieve certain outputs while effectiveness refers to how

well outputs achieve their objectives. To this extent, efficient

information flows in the management function increases the

likelihood of making substantive decisions that are effective both

in their percipience in general and impact on performance in

particular.

With the foregoing clarification of the meaning of efficiency

and effectiveness as a background.this paper has four objectives

encompassed in four sections.

First, it identifies the main components of PE financial

management and provides elaboration on their rationale. In

determining the objectives of automation and the specification of

the equipment that is required, the work of installing automated

systems ought to begin long before procurement. Second and

third, the paper examines the main issues in the installation of IT

financial systems; and considers the related implications for

training and management development. And fourth, the

procurement, servicing and maintenance implications are



discussed. A conclusion pulls together a number of practical

insights and recommendations on these matters which enterprise

managers and policy-makers in government can adapt to their own

specific circumstances.



II MAIN COMPONENTS OF PE FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT^

PEs are essentially organisations owned, controlled or
managed by public authorities to produce and/or market goods

and services while adhering to a system of commercial accounts
with a concept of profit and loss. As a study group on the

'personality of a PE' noted, the enterprise dimension is reflected in

the business character of operations; the public dimension is

expressed through state ownership, management and control and

the pursuit of the public interest.27 A fundamental principle
underlying the rationale of African PE reforms during the 1980s is

that the two dimensions of the PE 'personality' must be practically

reconciled. That is to say, PEs are expected to generate financial

flows that justify the investment of capital in them and at the same
time fulfill their strategic public mission.

The main components of PE financial management are

directly related to this combination of commercial objectives and

public mission. These components consist of.(1) corporate

planning and budgeting; (2) financial control; and (3) reporting and
review. A discussion of each component follows.

1. Corporate Planning and Budgeting

Many of the problems which African PEs have faced in the

past have been due to uncertainty over the mission of the

enterprise and unclear or conflicting objectives and priorities. This

has led to such problems as investments which are ill-designed or

expensively financed and even inadequate cash flow and working

capital due to controlled output prices or tariffs and poor recovery

of client billings.57 Accordingly, the starting point of PE reform
programmes in several African countries has often been the review

of individual enterprise missions, objectives, obligations to

government, and the overall policy framework of enterprise

operations. On the basis of such reviews which have also included



an analysis of enterprise performance, decisions have been made
to liquidate, divest or restructure individual corporations.8'

For PEs that remain within the public sector, corporate

planning provides the basis of establishing the enterprise's
mission, objectives and policy commitments. Corporate planning
enables enterprise executives to have a clear understanding of the
parameters, objectives and targets of operations. For example, as
part of the reorganisation of Air Senegal in 1981, the mission and
objectives of the corporation were carefully defined, performance
targets including a rate of return for a three year period, a pledge
to balance revenue and expenditure by 1984, keep expenditure
from growing by more than 8 percent a year, and increase traffic
by 5 percent a year were specified. In regard to the policy frame
work, the government committed itself to a formula for tariff
increases, investment financing, repayment of arrears and

operating subsidies on certain routes.12'

Hence, corporate planning constitutes a bridge between the

enterprise mission, objectives, contractual obligations, policy
framework, and the performance that is anticipated. The key
issues in PE corporate planning are provided below.

Key Issues in PE Corporate Planning

What is the enterprise mission as

established under its statute of

incorporation or enabling legislation?

Does the statute require review in

the light of changing circumstances?

If so what realistically is the current

mission of the enterprise?
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Identify the main elements of the

overallpolicyframeworkofenterprise

operations. Such elements include:

pricing policies/inflation levels and trends

interest rate policies

foreign exchange polices

tax polices

trade policies

wage policies

Identify all direct and implicit

financial flows from the government

to the enterprise such as

subventions

subsidies

concessions and incentives

Identify all direct and implicit

financial flows from the enterprise to

the government such as

price or tariff controls

dividends and net profits

goods and services supplied free ofcharge

Against the background of mission

and policy framework, what are the

objectives of the enterprise during

the next 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60

months?

Specify and quantify actual

performance targets (based on



current data) and anticipated

performance targets (based on

estimates) for different indicators

such as

overall surplus/profit

investment performance

labour productivity

raw material yield

sales performance

financial solvency

financial liquidity

Ail assumptions on which estimates

are based must be made

transparent

The instrument for implementing the corporate plan is the
enterprise budget. To this extent, the corporate plan and budget
may be embodied in one document usually covering a period of
12 months. Against a background of fast-cbanging environments,
a one-year time frame is generally regarded as realistic but plans
and budgets covering a period of up to 5 years (up-dated every
year) help enterprise executives to anticipate future trends and
developments. Indeed rolling plans and budgets enable managers
to become proactive in anticipating events rather than merely
reacting to unfolding events. Indicative planning and budgeting is,

therefore, a tool of strategic corporate management and the basis
of strategic decision-making.

Corporate budgeting itself consists of a master-budget

which in turn encompasses an operating budget, a financial budget
and a capital budget. The operating budget seeks to establish the
expenses incurred by the enterprise in running its business and the
revenue that is anticipated. The financial budget seeks to
determine the cash flow of the corporation as well as the assets
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and liability position at various points of the budgetary period. The

capital budget seeks to establish the cost of investments, the terms
of financing and the relationship between these elements and the
payment of dividends, interest and overall capital gearing. The key

issues in formulating these budgets are presented below.

Kev Issues in PE Corporate Budgeting

(a) The Operating Budget

The content of the operating budget

wiif depend on the nature of the

enterprise's business. In a Port

Authority, for example, budgets will

be prepared for

(0 Revenue from various activities such as

wharfage dues, harbour dues, lightage,

pilotage, mooring and berthing, tonnage

handled, etc;

(ii) Expenditure for production i.e. labour,

equipment, material and other overhead

costs, that is administration and related

services;

(Hi) Surplus or deficit of revenue
over expenses.

The basis of operating budget

preparation consists of the

quantification of actual costs and

revenues (based on past financial

data) and anticipated costs and

revenues (based on estimated data).
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All assumptions on which estimates

are based must be made

transparent

(b) The Financial Budget

The content of the financial budget is
based on the surplus/deficit position

from the operating budget and

includes

current and

anticipated cash flow

shown monthly,

quarterly, semi-

annually, annually and

so on; and

current and

anticipatedassets and

liabilities' shown for

different time periods

as above.

(c) The Capital Budget

The capital budget shows the current

and expected performance of

investments and includes

current investment

and estimated

investment projected

on an annual basis;
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current and

anticipated earnings

from investment
projected as above;

current and

anticipated net worth

of investments
projected as above

(d) The Master Budget

The master budget encompasses,
the operating, financial and capital
budgets and wilt in addition provide
summary statements as follows:

a forecast statement

of net income based

on combining the

three budgets to show

the balance of

expenditure and

revenue at the end of

the budget period;

a forecast balance

sheet showing assets

and liabilities at the
end of the budget
period;

a forecast financial

plan showing cash

position at the end of

the budget period.
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It should be clear by now that corporate planning and
budgeting (like other elements of PE financial management)
depend critically upon an efficient information system based on
sound work procedures and practices. The following practices are
indispensable in generating the requisite information.

(i) Systematic financial record-keeping and

reliable accounting procedures;

(ii) relevant financial data organised in a manner

that is readily intelligible;

(iii) information covering substantive aspects of
corporate operations such as labour
productivity, stocks, inventories, product

quality, material yields, marketing and

distribution.117

As noted earlier, computerisation is valuable in improving

the efficiency of information flows. Indeed the IT revolution is
making a profound impact on the way accounting and financial
data (as well as of course data related to other aspects of
corporate management) is collected, organised and analysed. In
financial management however, automation alone cannot replace
the need for systematic record-keeping, reliable accounting and
sound management control. In other words a shoddy system of
record-keeping, accounting and management control will remain
shoddfc automated or not. It will be seen in the discussion which
follows that the various points of financial control within the
enterprise constitute a 'hub' of information which (if channelled
properly) can facilitate the flow of financial information for planning
and budgeting as well as review and reporting.

2. Financial Control

The term control is often associated with negative
connotations of unnecessary restrictions. In terms of the
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management of an organisation of any size however, control takes
on quite a different meaning. In a management context, control is
associated with the procedures and practices that are necessary
to ensure compliance with organisational objectives.127

Financial control systems fall under the genre of
management control. The execution of the corporate plan and

budget requires control. Such control is essential for sequencing
operations, securing economy and efficiency in financial
transactions, safeguarding the use of funds and ensuring
satisfactory plan and budget performance. The main elements of
a corporate financial control system are as follows.

Main Elements of Corporate Financial Control Systems

Advancedschedulingofexpenditures
and revenues

Periodic and systematic
disbursement of funds to meet

financial requirements and timely
collection of revenue from goods

sold or services rendered

An accounting system that serves as

an automatic check on the flow and

status of funds

Supervision of the acquisition of

goods and services to ensure value
for money expended

Regular reports to check the status

of funds, work progress, objectives

yet unaccomplished and other
essential issues
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Mechanisms for both internal and

external review and audit

A considerable amount of information and data is generated

at each point of a financial management control system. IT

software packages with control applications are available off-the-

shelf or can be customed-designed. Indeed, a recent UNIDO

study of both public and private industrial enterprises In Nigeria

found that 67 percent of one sample of businesses used IT in

financial operations including accounting and auditing; 33 percent

in inventory and stock control;and 42 percent in production

planning and control.137 As noted earlier, one of the key
challenges of improving PE performance during the 1990s Is to

ensure that appropriate practices are in place to facilitate the timely

flow of relevant information from various points along the financial

control system. This information should in turn be fed Into

management decision-making, planning and budgeting cycles and

into the reporting and review of enterprise performance. The

efficient flow of information within an enterprise is, in the 1990s,

simply indispensable for more effective cost management and

greater competitiveness.

3. Reporting and Review

The fundamental assumption of recent African PE reform

efforts is that PEs are expected to add to national wealth. In other

words, PEs are expected to add value to national income. The

rationale of assessing PE performance in relation to value added

is simple. Corporate gross value-added is positive where the cost

of all PE outputs exceeds the cost of all inputs. This is given by

the formula GVA = O - R
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where GVA = Gross Value-Added

O = Outputatcurrentmarketprices forthe

report period

R = Cost at current market price for all

materials and services used during the

report period to obtain the

output 0. w

Where PE gross value added is positive, it follows that all

factors employed in corporate operations will be recompensed and

taxes and other contributions will be paid to government. To this

extent, the GVA formula constitutes the fundamental base from

which a variety of indicators of corporate performance can be

computed.

Indeed, the reporting of PE performance to government and

regulatory authorities may employ a combination of indicators to

provide a break-down of different components of value-added. The

most commonly used financial performance indicators are provided

below.

Corporate Financial Performance Indicators

Surplus value added (i.e profit)

Capital employed This is a measure ofthe return

on capital orthe productivityof

capital and maybe calculated

before or after tax. This

measure also provides an

index of profit or loss.

Gross value added

Capital employed This is a measure of the

productivityofcapital in terms ofgross

value added. This measure also

provides the balance sheet ofthe

company.
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Gross value added

Payroll costs

Gross value added

Sales

Qurrent assets

Current liabilities

^g assets

Current liabilities

Sales index

This is a measure of the

productivity of labour in generating

value added.

This is a measure of the

contribution to value added of a unit
ofsales. The measure further reflects

enterprise use of raw materials. It is
also a measure thatprovides an index

of the turnover of the company.

This is a measure of the

financial stability of the enterprise.

That is can the enterprise meet its

commitments in the near future ?

This is a measure of the
financial stability of the enterprise.

That is can the enterprise meet its

immediate financial commitments?

This is a measure showing

current sales performance as

a percentage of a base year;

it also measures the trend in

current cost
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Further computations of these widely-used financial
indicators can provide a range of useful performance indicators
such as the rate of return on capital employed, indices of cost
break-downs and indices of capacity utilisation. Powell has noted
that over 40 indices of performance can be computed from the
data generated by the main indicators of corporate financial
performance. A check-list of the range of performance indicators
that can be so computed is provided in Table 1. Beyond this list
of indicators, a complete diagnosis of an enterprise encompassing
industry-wide (or regional or even global) comparisons and trends
could generate as many as 300 indices of performance.

It should be clear from Table 1 that the reporting of
enterprise performance can be undertaken at several levels of
detail. Automation and the application of appropriate soft-ware
packages can facilitate the data processing and creation of the
data- base that this requires. Indeed, an emerging trend in
business management is the establishment of specialised
management information services or data processing units for

monitoring and analysing information on various aspects of

corporate performance. Managers can utilise or access this data
base in carrying out various aspects of the management function -
• a process known as decision-support for end-users. And a
sound data-base does of course facilitate the reporting of
enterprise performance to the relevant public authorities.

Another emerging trend is the establishment by
governments of developing countries, Pakistan and Senegal for

example, of a focal point or a specialised central agency for
monitoring and evaluating data on performance reported by PEs.
The experience in both countries, Pakistan especially, has revealed
that computerisation is valuable not only for providing a data-base
on performance but also for standardising the methodology and
format in which information on performance is reported to the
central agency.1^ In Pakistan, computerisation has also
facilitated the standardisation of corporate plans and budgets
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submitted to the central agency for approval. But what are the key
fssues in installing IT financial systems in a corporate context? It
is to this question that the focus now shifts.

Table 1

Group

Genera/

Performance

V)

Index

Net surplus (profit)
Rflfare tax find interest x 100%

The Index Measures
_

Profitability gross return on

capital employed

n,.,rOnf rained earnings x 100% Neteamngs o<the enterprise

Net worth (i.e. total assets owners (i.e. government)

total liabilities) ^^mover of capital

Sales (i.e. number of times)

Capital employed

Surplus domestic value added (profit) % net profit margin on

sales

(Before tax) 100%

Sales

Indices of Operating surplus (profit) 100%

Management Operating assets

Performance (2)

Added value

Operating assets operating assets (use sales

Qost of sales (=F)

Stocks

Kmss added value

Fixed assets

Guide to managerial

performance in using assets

available to management

Added value per $ of
ifadded value notavailable.

Indication ofasset utilisation)

Inidcates turnover of stocks

high rate guards against

obsolescence (note 365 +F

denotes days of stocks)

Utilisation of fixed assets

(use sales, ifadded value not

available)
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Group

Indices of

Management

Performance

2 (cont.)

Index

Gross added value

Faced assets

Fixed assets

No. employees

Sales

No. employees

Pre-tax surplus (profit!

No,, of employees

Sales less materials

Total wages & salaries

The Index Measures
•

Utilisation ofstaffandlabour
(use sales, ifaddedvalue not
available)

Indicates whether capital
intensive

Productivity - sales

per employee

Profit per employee

Value addedper$i wages

& salaries paid

Outstanding orders = No. weeks Order Situation -
Average weekly sales order back-log

OK for plant capacity

Total sq. footage of all
space

Sales

Over/under housed sales

per sq. footage

Indices of Sales

Financial Working capital
Performance of

an enterprise

(3) Stocks

Working capital

Trade debtor?

Av. daily sales

Current assets

Current liabilities

High rate indicates over

trading-low rate indicates

poor use of working capital

High rate indicates

vulnerability to trade

fluctuations & cash shortage

Collectionperiod -dayscredH
credit allowed to debtors

indicates capitaltied up (Use

sales on credit if available)

Current ratio- cur. liabilities

must be paid from current

assets ratio 2 + satisfactory
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Group Index The Index Measures

Indices of

Financial

Performance of

an enterprise

(3)

{iquid assets

Current liabilities

Contribution

Operating profit

^g term loans

Paid up capital & reserves &

long terms loans

Fixed assets

Total capital employed

Inventory (stock) - weeks

Average weekly sales

Indices of

Total capital employed

Pre-tax surplus (profit) x 100%

Sales

Fixed interest capital

rating of the Capital employed

Shows whether sufficient

cash etc. to pay creditors.

Ratio 1 satisfactory

Sales vulnerability shows

extent of commitment to fixed

overhead and hence

vulnerability to fall in sales

Businessfinance-excessive

reliance on borrowed money

(gearing)

Proportion of total finance

available invested in fixed

assets

Velocity of inventory (stock)

turnover

Generation of enough

business

Are the sales theyare making

worth making?

Financial gearing

enterprise as

an investment

for community

funds (4)

Qrdiparv earnings (net

Gross ordinary dividend

Or. dividend cover-shows

how company can maintain

dividend paid should be

about 2

Net surplus (profit) after tax x 100%
Net worth Shows profitability

sharenoiderscapitaleamings

power, from share-holders

point of view
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Group

Indices of

breakdowns (in

put coefficient)

related to net

sales achieved

Physical indices

of performance

0)

Index

Material & 0.0. Darts x 100%

Sales + SW

f5)
Labour x 100%

Sales + SB

Production overhead x 100%

Sales + SE

R&Doverhead x 100%

Sales + SE

Sellina overhead x 100%

Sales + SE

General admin, overhead x 100%

Sales + SE

The Index Measures

Cost breakdown

Cost breakdown

Cost breakdown

Cost breakdown

Cost breakdown

Cost breakdown

Note: SE is the sales valuo equivalent of

the increase/decrease in stocks

Examples an:

Plant utilisation

Material losses in production

Labour productivity

Data on plant breakdown
down time-available time-

output etc.

Losses in process • scrap

and rejection • qualify, etc.

Directandindirectworkers -

worked - related to output -

lost time - absenteeism -

turnover, by functions and

departments

Source: Pow«Ut Improving Enterprise Performance, pp. 38-38
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111 ISSUES IN THE INSTALLATION OF AUTOMATED
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

Automating an inefficient system, as already noted, will not
transform it into an efficient one. This is the most critical issue that
should be kept In mind when introducing or upgrading IT
applications in corporate management. The installation of IT in PE
financial management should be seen, therefore, as part of a
strategy of strengthening the main components of this
management function: planning and budgeting, financial control,
reporting and review. It has been suggested that financial control
is the 'hub* of a financial management system. Where efficient and
effective procedures and practices of control are in .place,
information that is vital for corporate planning and budgeting on

the one hand, and reporting and review on the other, can be
channelled from this hub. If an IT installation project in corporate
financial management is conceived fundamentally as a means of
strengthening the three main components, other key issues are as

follows:

1. The work of installing an automated financial system

begins long before the equipment is procured.

Efforts should be made to determine the strengths

and weaknesses of the system of financial
management that is already in place. A task force

or installation committee possibly working with a

consultant or expert (with up-to-date knowledge of

market trends and the range of technologies that

are available, and with experience in installing

automated office systems) could be charged with

this responsibility.

2. Such a determination should lead to a clear
understanding of the improvements in each
component of corporate financial management that

are required including current and future information
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requirements. The main questions that will arise in
the course of making a determination are as
follows:

What are the tasks of financial management
that are to be undertaken?

How targe and diverse is the quantity
of data?

What internal and external interfaces

are required?

Are there special security demands ?

What kinds or types of hardware and

software could best meet these

requirements?

Whatprocurement strategy would be

mostadvantageous over the long-run

to the enterprise in relation to cost

(present and future) and ancillary

considerationssuchasmaintenance,

servicing, spare parts, skills and

training, future development of the

system, and technological change?

What are the trade-offs between

costs and these considerations?

3. Assessment of these requirements will provide the
basis for a decision on the type of computer
hardware and software equipment that is to be

acquired. Such preliminary assessments and

clearly defined objectives of computerisation should
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eliminate the need for elaborate feasibility studies

which are likely to be a waste of time and
money.1*' But once the system is Installed and

experience of its use is acquired, its operation
should continually be monitored against the initial

objectives and modifications or adaptations made

as necessary.

4. Automated financial management systems can be
custom-designed or bought off-the-shelf. The latter

option is generally less expensive as IT has been

experiencing a continuous process of
miniaturisation of hardware resulting in a continuous

fall in the unit price of processing, power and
storage capacity.12' As such, micro-computers
and software packages based on fourth generation

programmes (that is the current state-of-the-art

programme language) are generally capable of

providing the processing and storage capacity of
mini- and main-frame computers. In particular the

compact disc represents a considerable advance in

software technology and has virtually rendered
micrographic storage devices obsolete.15'

5. Given the range of micro-computers and off-the-sheW

software with financial applications that are now

available, special care should be taken to establish

the forward compatibility of software systems that
are acquired. Where internal interface with mini- or

main-frame systems that may still be in use for

large-batch processing (e.g. automated billings in

public utility PEs) is required, compatibility should

also be established. External interfaces may also

be required with systems in operation in public

regulatory agencies or the national central agency
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(or focal point) responsible for monitoring and
evaluating PE performance.

6. It is advisable that the system that is acquired is

fairly simple to use or to become acquainted with.

A complex or unduly sophisticated systems will

compound training problems - an issue that will be

taken up below. While the system should, in

operational terms, be kept as simple as possible it

should also be kept in mind that technological

advance continues at a fairly rapid rate. For

example, artificial intelligence (Al) and its sub-field

known as expert systems are among emerging

technologies that can be applied in financial

operations and in analysing financial data-bases.

Furthermore, communications networks based on

digital coding of information and/or the use of

optical fibers could have external interface

applications, for example in reporting enterprise

performance to public authorities.1*7 For these
reasons, the options provided by emerging

technologies should be kept under constant review

but operational simplicity should remain a cardinal

principle.

7. The strategy of installation should bring electronic

data processing staff (including programmers) into

contact with end-users who are usually top and

middle-management personnel. Indeed, all

personnel who would work within the framework of

the system should have a chance to contribute to

its design and to the formulation of the objectives of

computerisation. On top of this, formal and informal

channels of communication between processors

and end-users to facilitate an understanding of each

other's priorities and work methods should be
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encouraged. This would help to overcome the

resistance to computerisation among some sections

of middle and senior management. It would also

minimise the 'garbage in - garbage out* syndrome

that end-users often find so irritating. As experience

in using the system is acquired, regular contact

between the two groups is crucial in ensuring that

the information that is generated is intelligible and

relevant to the needs of management. And beyond

this, such contact is helpful in sharing experience as

a basis of adapting or modifying the working of the

system.

8. Once the system is installed, the information that is

generated should (within the limits of maintaining

the security of confidential or sensitive information)

be made accessible to all personnel whose work

performance could be improved by possessing

it.22' The sharing of information would enable one
of the main benefits of computerisation, a decision-

support system, to emerge.

9. Finally, It should be kept In mind that experience in

the computerisation of financial operations will be

gained only over time. Modifications and

adaptations would almost certainly be required in

the light of experience. New technologies will also

provide new options. Hence as much flexibility as

possible should be brought to bear on the operation

of the system.
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IV IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT

DEVELOPMENT

Aside from the obvious training requirements that must go

hand in hand with automating corporate financial operations, the

application of IT further provides opportunities for management

development. That is to say, more efficient information flows would

enable individual financial personnel to identify potential problems

or difficulties more quickly and take appropriate action. To this

extent, the installation of IT enhances the development of

management or executive skills in problem-solving and obtaining

results that are in line with corporate goals and strategies. Indeed,

K has been noted that the real pay-off in investment in IT is realised

only when the technology is used to identify potential bottlenecks

or problems in corporate operations so that timely corrective action

can be taken.217 In financial management and especially in
financial control systems, if IT is not used for such strategic

purposes the technology becomes a mere labour saving device in

processing information flows.

Thus the implications of training in IT extend beyond

supplying expertise to operate, programme, service or maintain the

technology as important as all this. Training should also

encompass the development of managerial skills for the strategic

utilisation of more efficient information flows. Against this

background, the key issues in dealing with the training implications

of automating corporate financial management are as follows:-

1. An inventory of existing expertise and an

assessment of hiring and training needs should

constitute an essential part of the preliminary work

of the installation committee or task force. For end-

users in corporate financial management such as

accounts and audit staff, supervisors and

managerial personnel, training should focus on the

operation of the system, its potential benefits in
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supporting executive decision-making, and on
enhancing the capacity of such staff to derive

maximum advantage from more efficient flows of

financial data. It is unnecessary and perhaps even

futile for the training of end-users to include the
technological aspects of the . hardware or

programming of the software.

2. It is, however, necessary for end-users, data
processors, programmers and technicians to be
made aware of each other's priorities and work
methods as a basis of cooperation between these

groups. This can be accomplished through training
of the staff development variety. End-users have

sometimes been wary that the information that is

generated through automation may not be relevant

to their needs. Furthermore, as end-users,

professional staff such as accountants, auditors and

financial analysts have also seen some of their
status and prestige eroded by the emergence of
data processors, systems analysts and

programmers. Experience has shown that for these

reasons there is sometimes resistance to

computerisation at various levels among end-users-

from some sections of top management and ail the

way down. A case study of an exercise to upgrade
the computer system used in accounts, general

ledger and personnel records during the 1980s at

the Kenya Commercial Bank, a sarastatal

enterprise, revealed that there was little cooperation
from some well-placed staff. An assessment of the

situation by the external consultant hired to guide

the work of the Bank's installation committee found
that the hostility was due to suspicion of the new

technology and the fact that the new systems had

Implications for the power and accountability of
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certain individuals within the Bank. The consistent

support for the -consultant and the installation

committee by the Chairman of the Bank enabled the

resistance to be overcome.27

3. In .the African region as in many Third World

settings, the demand for programmers, technicians,

analysts, and managerial staff with training or

experience in automated decision-support systems

will exceed supply for some time to come. As

establishments operating on a commercial basis,

PEs like private sector businesses are generally able

to offer higher salaries and more attractive benefits

than are available in government service. Indeed,

one of the inherent difficulties of computerising

operations in government departments of

developing countries is the 'brain drain' of trained or

qualified personnel from the public service to the

private and parastatal sectors and to employment

abroad.227 By offering competitive renumeration
packages, PEs are well-placed to attract and retain"

the expertise they need. Like other major African

users of IT, PEs have generally been able to provide

basic on-the-job training for end-users and

professional development training on various

aspects of computerisation for managers and other

staff. Hardware and software suppliers have

sometimes delivered this training as part of the

purchase contract. But more broadly, a national

strategy of human resource development (HRD) to

supply the skills required for computerisation is

necessary. Indeed a recent Commonwealth

Secretariat study of 11 African countries found that

manpower availability is a critical constraint in

computerisation activities... allied to this is the limited

training facilities in the 11 countries.^
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computerisation falls outside the scope of a paper

on the automation of PE financial management. Be
that as it may, the main elements of such a strategy

would give priority to the training of IT trainers and
to the development of indigenous capacity in

technology transfer and adaptation. The former

priority could be (and, indeed in several countries,
is being) pursued through technical assistance in
the short- to medium-term. The latter priority could
be pursued through joint ventures in research and
development. A research group at Nigeria's

Anambara State University of Technology has
pursued such methods to design and produce
computer hardware entirely 'made in Nigeria'. The

group has formed a private company to develop
and market its product.257 As will be seen in the
discussion in the next section, the IT market in

Africa is not insignificant. Foreign manufacturers

have established joint ventures for the local
assembly of microcomputers in Botswana, Kenya,

Mauritius and Zimbabwe.257 Indeed, an
increasing number of suppliers are examining the

possibility of local assembly as a way around
considerable import duties or getting favoured
treatment in the allocation of foreign exchange.

Proprietary software development Is being carried

out at Nigeria's Ogun State University.2-7
Representatives in Africa of the major manufacturers

generally have some capacity for software

adaptation. One of the many spin-offs from

technology transfer and adaptation is the
development of local capacity for servicing,

maintenance and the provision of spare-parts.
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Research and development in IT (and the associated
training and HRD opportunities this implies) is a field in which
African cooperation on a regional or sub-regional basis could yield
many benefits. In this regard, a sub-regional Centre for Informatics
Research and Training, supported by the Commonwealth
Secretariat, has been established in Nigeria.257 There is much
scope for such initiatives.
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V PROCUREMENT, SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE

An African PE seeking to upgrade or install automated

financial systems must address first of all the issues that have been

raised in this paper soO far:

(i) the basic integrity of its financial planning

and budgeting, control and reporting

procedures and practices;

(u) a preliminary assessment of its

requirements as the basis of determining its

actual needs; and

(iii) the implications for training and
management development.

An installation committee or task force, it was noted, should
be charged with the responsibility for undertaking the preliminary
work that is required. Such a committee must be representative

of the staff who will work within the automated framework. And the
committee should preferably be guided by a consultant with expert

knowledge of IT procurement and installation.

The establishment of this capacity for preliminary

assessment and analysis at the enterprise level is a matter of
fundamental importance in the procurement process. The
acquisition of IT systems provides a clear case of African
dependency on foreign technology. On top of this, the
international IT industry is characterised by rapid technological
change, intense competition between manufacturers and much
pressure from vendors and other intermediaries. Moreover, the
continuous miniaturisation of hardware resulting in the proliferation
of microcomputers, and the multiplicity of options provided by

software based on fourth generation programmes, have widened
the range of choice. For these reasons, it is imperative that a PE -
or any prospective buyer for that matter - does its 'homework' with
care and thoroughness before venturing into the marketplace. It
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has not been unknown in some African contexts to buy the
computer first and find out what to do with it later. A particular

hazard in this regard has been the zealous donation of IT

equipment by donor agencies - an example of ill-advised tied-aid.
Without a solid background in preliminary assessment, the
enterprise runs the risk of having its acquisition and even its
subsequent systems development teieguided by donors, vendors
or manufacturer's representatives.^

Most African governments do not have an explicit policy on
IT procurement by PEs. Where elements of an official policy is in
place, this tends to be applicable to government departments
operating within the framework of the public service. For the most

part, PEs like other buyers in the private sector are left alone to

make their own purchasing arrangements. Indeed the recent wave

of PE reforms in the African region have reinforced enterprise
autonomy and reaffirmed the principle of an 'arms-length'
relationship with government.

There is some justification for the decentralisation of
procurement. PEs are typically engaged in highly specialised

product or service markets. Automated systems that are suited to
their needs generally do not require external interfaces with
government. The main exception to this of course is the case

where external interfaces of automated systems are used by
government supervisory or regulatory authorities to monitor

enterprise performance or budget and investment plans. The
following examples of automated PE financial management
systems from Nigeria and Zimbabwe illustrate the highly

specialised applications that are involved and which therefore
primarily require internal interfaces.327

The Nigerian Ports authority uses an ICL 1901 T

system and Multi-user PDP 11/34 computers to

monitor the movement of ships to and from

Nigerian ports, in- and out- bound cargo, and
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various other port activities. In its impact, the
system enhances the efficiency and effectiveness of
keeping track of port operations and revenues

generated therefrom. Internal interfaces within the

system facilitate further accounting, control, and
other financial and administrative applications.

Computer applications at Zimbabwe's Agricultural

Finance Corporation (AFC) are similar to those at
the Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank (see
Box 1 on page 1). At the AFC, a Concurrent 3254
super-mini-computer running on a relational data
base system known as RELIANCE (a Concurrent

proprietary software product) is used to monitor the

status of loans provided to farmers for the purchase
of land and farming inputs. The internal interfaces

of the "system further provide support for the

administrative and financial management of the

corporation.

These examples illustrate the highly specialised nature of

IT applications in a business environment. To this extent, the
practice that has emerged in most African countries of a
decentralised mode of procedure in IT procurement for institutions
operating outside the framework of the public service is justified.
To the degree that PE procurement of IT or any other technology
is regulated by government, this occurs primarily at three levels as

follows:

(i) where a proposal by the enterprise of its

investment plans and budget is required for
review and approval by its supervising

ministry or the specialised central agency

PE focal point;
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(ii) where the enterprise is required to justify its
request to the central bank for foreign

exchange to facilitate its purchase of IT; or

(iii) where the enterprise is seeking exemptions
or reductions in customs duties and sales
taxes.

In dealing with these regulatory authorities, the PE may be
required to justify the technical and other merits of is procurement
proposals. Where these regulatory mechanisms are effective, there
is on the demand side of procurement some degree of official -
albeit indirect - regulation of the procedure. This decentralised
system of technology acquisition by African PEs underscores the
importance of ensuring that the 'home work' supporting choice at
technology has been thorough.

The supply side of procurement in'the African IT market is
characterised by relatively free entry and exit of the major
manufacturers and their representatives. A number of
intermediaries, mostly international management consultancy firms
are also significant operators in bringing buyers and sellers
together. As would be expected, the leading French
manufacturers Bull and IBM France are dominant in the
Francophone African market while ICL and IBM (USA and UK) are
dominant in Anglophone Africa.^ Wang, Data General, DEC
Concurrent Computers, Nixdorf, NCR, Apple, Olivetti, Hewlett-
Packard and Osborne among others are also well represented
throughout the region. The major international intermediaries
include Peat Marwick and Mitchell, Deloitte Haskins and Sells
Coopers and Lybrand, and Price Waterhouse. The leading donor
agencies have also been a source of advice and technical
assistance on the procurement of IT. Vested interests and 'hidden
agendas' among these intermediaries have not been unknown.
African buyers are probably best served by developing their own
capacity to determine their requirements.
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The IT market in Africa is not an insignificant business

although it is relatively small in comparison with other regions. The

market in Nigeria alone was estimated in 1991 to be worth between

£ 30 and £ 60 million (thirty to sixty million pounds sterling) in

annual sales.317 Another estimate suggests that Nigeria
accounts for 20. percent of annual sales in sub-Saharan Africa.2^
On this estimate, the IT market in Black Africa as a whole is worth

between £ 150 and £ 300 million (one hundred and fifty million to

three hundred million pounds sterling) in annual sales. At least

one trade organ, Computers in Africa (published in the UK) has

emerged as a vehicle for news and trends in the industry and for

advertisements by manufacturers and intermediaries.

Thus, the demand side of IT procurement by African PEs

is characterised by decentralised procedures: each PE determines

for itself what its needs are and proceeds to acquire the system

more or less on its own. The supply side is characterised by

intense competition between suppliers: the African IT market is

small but not insignificant and manufacturers are eager to increase

their market share. Against this background, African PEs

venturing into the IT market must be armed with full knowledge of

the options they have in order to obtain the best possible deal not

only in terms of cost, but also in terms of ancillary spin-offs such

as servicing, maintenance, spare parts, training, systems

development over the long run, and even technology adaptation.

What are the key issues raised by these considerations?

Having determined the specification of the system that is

required, the installation committee of the PE could use a tendering

process to select the supplier. It is important that the criteria for

assessing tenders are established in advance of the receipt of

proposals from prospective suppliers. Such criteria would include

the following:-

In so far as the system to be installed by the

PE requires ' external interfaces with
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government authorities (or divisions of the

same enterprise located at different places)

for monitoring, reporting, review, and for

other purposes, has the forward

compatibility of the accompanying software

been established? Are there special

requirements such as cable networks and

compatible communication systems to

facilitate external access?

What technological developments are

envisaged in the short- medium- and long-

term for the equipment (both hardware and

software) in question? is there a

commitment from the supplier to upgrade

the equipment in the light of technological

advance ? And on what terms ?

Is the supplier a well-established, secure

and stable company ? As a business, has

it demonstrated any commitment to the

development of ancillary services (such aa

training, servicing and maintenance and

supply of spar& parts) that are crucial in
supporting computing in the country, sub-

region or the region ? What is the supplier's

track-record in promoting technology

transfer and adaptation?

Are the ancillary services required by the

equipment already available wHNn the

country? If so, at what level and depth? H

not, on what terms can they be made

available?
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Are the hardware and software products of

the supplier being used by ether iocal

businesses or institutions? Can economies

of scale be accrued by some form of
cooperative arrangements between iocal

users and the supplier in regard to ancillary

. services?

Has the stability of electricity supply been

taken into account? What would be the

effect on the system of a sudden cut In
power supply? Is It necessary for the

supplier to build into the design of the

equipment an automatic power generating

back-up?

Are there specific environmental

considerations, for example, room

temperature or natural sunlight that optimal

operation of the system requires?

Finally, in closing the deal with the supplier by drawing up

a purchase, installation and maintenance agreement, the PE

should insist that its own contract takes legal precedence over any

other agreement put forward by the vendor.
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VI CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

By common consensus, financial control and other aspects
of financial management in African PEs has been weak. The

problems that have been noted include:

objectives or priorities that have been

unclear or In conflict;

forwardplanningandbudgeting has in some

cases been non-existent;

investments have on occasion been Hi-

designed or expensively financed;

financial record-keeping has In some

instances been unsystematic and

accounting unreliable; accounts for some

periods have remained incomplete or

unreconciled;

financial flows between governments and

PEs and vice-versa have sometimes lacked

transparency;

cash flow and working capital have

perennially been inadequate due to

controlled output prices or tariffs and poor

recovery of client billings; and

monitoring of PE performance by

government authorities has in some

instances been disorganised or intermittent

PE reforms of the 1980s the first wave' response, were

designed to strengthen these and other areas of poor management

and performance and to restructure the PE sector.. Much progress

has been made. For PEs which African governments have chosen

to keep within the public sector, the challenge of the 1990s, the

'second wave' response, is to sustain the reforms and improve

performance in all areas of management and corporate objectives.
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Against this background, this paper has examined and assessed
the issues in IT applications to enhance the efficiency and
effectiveness of PE financial management. The assessment points

to the following recommendations:

1. The work of instaiting an automated system

ought to begin long before the procurement

of equipment. The basic integrity of PE

financial planning, budgeting, control and

reporting procedures and practices must

first be established. Automating an

inefficient system alone will not transform it

into an efficient one.

2. A task force or installation committee

representative of staff who will work within

the framework of the automated system

should be charged with the responsibility of

assessing the strengths and weaknesses of

existing practices, establishing the

objectives of automation including current

and future information requirements, and

determining the implications for training and

management development.

3. The installation committee should preferably

work with a consultant or expert with up-to-

date knowledge of the range of technologies

that are available and with experience of IT

procurement and installing automated office

systems.

4. The establishment of a capacity ■ through

the installation committee - for preliminary

assessment and analysis of IT requirements

at the enterprise level is a matter of
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fundamental importance in the procurement

process. The international IT market is

characterised by intense competition

between suppliers and much pressure from

sales staff. It is imperative that a PE does

its 'homework' and is sure of its

requirements and options before venturing

into the market place.

5. Automated financial systems can be

customed-designed or bought off-the-shelf.

Given the powerful processing capacity of

micro-computers and the versatility of

software based on fourth generation

programmes, the latter option is generally

less expensive.

6. In operational terms, the system that is

acquired should be simple to use or

become acquainted with. A complex or

unduly sophisticated system will compound

training problems. The options provided by

emerging technologies should be kept

under review but operational simplicity

should remain a cardinal principle.

7. Having determined the specification of the

equipment that Is required, the installation

committee could use a tendering process to

select the supplier.

8. The criteria for assessing tenders should be

established in advance of the receipt of

proposals from prospective suppliers. Such

criteria would normally include:
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The forward compatibility of the

software that Is to be supplied if

internal or external interfaces are

required.

Whether technological developments

are anticipated for the equipment

being supplied; will the supplier be

willing to upgrade the equipmentand

on what terms?

Whether the supplier is a well-

established, secure and stable
company. As a business has it

demonstrated any commitment to the

development of ancillary services

(such as training, servicing and

maintenance and supply of spare-

parts) that are crucial in supporting
computerisation in the country, sub-

region or region? What is the

supplier's track-record in promoting

technology transfer and adaptation?

Whether ancillary services required

by the equipment are already

available within the country. If so at

what level and depth? If not, on what

terms could they be made available?

Whether the hardware and software

products of the supplier is being
used by other local businesses or

institutions. Can economies ofscale

be accrued by some form of
cooperative arrangements between
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local users and the supplier In
regard to ancillary services?

Whether the stability of electrical
supply should be taken into account

What would be the effect on the
system of a sudden cut in power? Is

It necessary for the supplier to build
into the design of the equipment an
automatic power generating back

up? Are there specific environmental
considerations eg. room temperature
or natural sunlight that optimal

operation of the system requires ?

9. In closing the deal with the supplier by
drawing up a purchase, installation and
maintenance agreement, the PE should
insist that its own contract takes legal
precedence over any other agreement put
forward by the vendor.

10. Where the work of the installation committee
has been thorough, the objectives of
computerisation have been clearly defined,
staff who would work within the automated
framework have contributed to the design of
the system, and sound criteria for assessing
tenders from prospective suppliers have
been established, elaborate feasibility
studies may prove to be a waste of time and
money.

11. Once the system has been Installed^ formal
and informal channels of communications
between processors and end-users should
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be encouraged to facilitate an understanding

of each other's priorities and work methods.
This would minimise the 'garbage in ■
garbage out1 syndrome that end-users have

often found so irritating.

12. The real pay-off in investment In IT is
realised only when the technology is used to
identify potential bottlenecks in corporate
operations so that corrective action can be
taken. Management development

programmes to enhance the problem-

solving skiils of the professional staff must
accompany automation to encourage the
strategic utilisation of more efficient

information flows.

13 Finally, experience in the computerisation of
financial operations will be gained only over
time. Modifications and adaptations would
almost certainly be required In the light of
experience. New technologies will also

provide new options. Hence as much
flexibility as possible should be brought to
bear on the operation of the system.

Automated systems are being used in all types of work
situations to facilitate the processing and flow of information. In
corporate financial management, modem information technology
is being used to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
financial planning and control, the billing of customers, and In
accounting and auditing among other functions. Sound financial
management of African PEs in the 1990s is a fundamental
condition of improved performance, effective cost management
and the achievement of higher levels of competitiveness. -The
application of automated systems can enhance these objectives
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but this assumes that efficient work practices are already in place
Beyond establishing this proposition, this publication has examined
the main components of public enterprise financial management
key issues in the installation of IT financial systems, and the
implications for training and management development. A strategy
for the procurement of IT systems has also been outlined.
Practical insights and detailed recommendations encompassing
experience and advice on these matters have been provided tor
the benefit of both enterprise managers and policy-makers in
government.
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